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ITEM 7.01. REGULATION FD DISCLOSURE.
Since the closing of the Time Warner Cable Inc. (“TWC”) and Bright House Networks, LLC (“Bright House”) transactions on
May 18, 2016, Charter Communications, Inc. (“Charter”) has reported its customer data and results using legacy company reporting
methodologies. During the second quarter of 2018, Charter implemented certain reporting changes on a retrospective basis which
allowed for the recasting of historical customer data and results using consistent definitions and reporting methodologies across
all three legacy companies.
The changes to previously reported customer data and results occurred primarily within legacy TWC and legacy Bright House
and include:
(i) the reclassification of certain customer types, particularly universities, from residential, where they were previously reported
based on the number of billed units in a bulk contract, to small and medium business accounts, where they are reported based
on the number of physical sites;
(ii) the recasting of small and medium business and enterprise PSUs which were previously reported based on billing relationships
to now being reported based on the number of physical sites; and
(iii) the reclassification of fiber video service from small and medium business to enterprise.
Legacy Bright House customer statistics have also been adjusted to reflect customers in the Bright House footprint as if such
customers had been on Charter's seasonal program during the applicable period. Legacy TWC Hawaii customer statistics are
expected to move to Charter's standard methodology in early 2019 and variances, if any, will be disclosed at that time.
Further, revenue line items and certain associated expenses have been recast to reflect the customer changes noted above and to
classify certain expenses more closely with organizational responsibility. There were no changes to total revenue, Adjusted
EBITDA, capital expenditures, free cash flow or net income.
Charter is filing this Current Report on Form 8-K in order to inform the public that a revised trending schedule has been posted
to its investor relations website at ir.charter.com which reflects the changes noted above for each quarter of 2016 and 2017 and
the first quarter of 2018. Beginning with its second quarter 2018 reporting, Charter will report its results using the revised reporting
methodology noted above.
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